4 more technical words vital to Julian's thought such as (notoriously) substance and sensualite.
Once there is a printed edition of a text as well as manuscript witnesses, the history of reading and misreading becomes more complex. The Upholland Manuscript, 9 written by various English Benedictine Cambrai nuns in the mid-to late-seventeenth century, contains selections from the Long Text, but these were probably copied from Cressy's printed edition rather than from an earlier manuscript. In the next century another manuscript version (now London, BL MS Sloane 3705) was made. This was a modernized copy of Sloane 2499 which had been Baker, but perhaps the nuns of Paris and Cambrai, who provided the manual labor at least to copy the manuscripts, deserve some acknowledgment too.
In the nineteenth century the Long Text began to reach a wider public. George Hargreave Parker, an Anglican priest, reissued Cressy's edition in 1843, writing in his introduction: 5 The work is printed verbatim and literatim from the edition of 1670, except in one or two instances where a typographical error was obvious. 10 This is not quite true. Parker also modernized, or rather regularized to nineteenthcentury usage, Cressy's use of capital letters, and removed Cressy's glosses from the margins, gathering them together at the end of the text to form a "glossary of obsolete words and phrases," as he describes it. But he mainly reproduced Cressy's punctuation and paragraphing and tried to give a typographic equivalent of the original ornamentation. He also kept at least two glaring errors in the text itself. In Chapter 7, in the passage that describes the drops of blood flowing down Christ's face, Cressy had printed, "And for the roundness, they were like to the Seal of her The spiritually-minded reader will meet with some few statements in the course of the following pages, with which he will not be able to acquiesce; but in the main he will meet with much amply to repay a careful perusal. 11 In contrast to the enthusiasm lavished on Julian since the beginning of the twentieth century, his overall assessment of her is somewhat refreshing: "The matter is peculiar; the style quaint; and the language obscure." 12 Not much information is available about Parker. He was vicar of a parish in Bethnal Green, in the slums of London. His other publications were an edition of a treatise by John Eaton (1575-1641), strongly Protestant in its theology, and a pamphlet, Letters on the Great Revolution of 1848, in which he argued that the liberal revolutions that occurred throughout Europe in that year were master-minded by the 7 Pope as a plot to bring all of the continent under his sway. The only cohesive factor to all three publications, then, seems to be a strong anti-Roman Catholicism.
Some fifty years later, in 1877, the first printed edition based on the Sloane Manuscript, rather than (directly or indirectly) on the Paris Manuscript, appeared.
Henry Collins, an Anglican convert to Roman Catholicism, edited it as Revelations of Divine Love. Twenty years earlier he had published Difficulties of A Convert from The Anglican to the Catholic Church, in which he had appealed to his newly-acquired coreligionists to treat potential converts with slightly more tact: "kind and gentle dealings with Anglicans is the only prevailing way of softening their prejudices, explicating their difficulties, and otherwise preparing a road for complete reunion."
One can easily see the appeal of Julian's text to someone with such anachronistically irenic ecumenical attitudes.
Collins was a serious and reputable scholar. His edition of Julian was merely one of numerous spiritual classics that he edited and translated over the years. But his edition of the Sloane Manuscript is not all that he claimed. Although he called his publication an "edition," it is really a "modernization": as he explained:
The antique spelling has been laid aside as unintelligible to all but the learned, and some few words have been translated to render the sense intelligible. A list of such words appears at the end of this preface. With all this the ordinary reader will find sufficient difficulty in mastering the meaning of many passages. 13 Furthermore, although he did appreciate that " [t] he MS on which the present edition is formed, differs from that followed by Cressy, both in the division of chapters, and in various readings," 14 he judged none of these differences very important and in fact he relied far more on Cressy's printed edition than he was willing to admit. My own comparison of a sample of the text did not produce a single indisputable instance where he had followed the Sloane Manuscript reading rather than Cressy's on occasions on which they diverged.
Collins did however print the chapter-headings found in the Sloane Manuscript and mainly followed the Sloane rather than Cressy chapter-divisions. Strangely, although he printed the opening of the final passage (thought to be a scribal addition) peculiar to the Sloane Manuscript, beginning "Thus endith the revelation of love," his text stops with the sentence "I pray almighty God that this book come not but to the hands of them that will be his faithful lovers, and to those that will submit them to the faith of Holy Church," although the manuscript itself continues for another half-page. Ironically, the passage omitted includes the sentence, "And beware that thou take not on thing after thy affection and liking and leve another, for that is the condition of an heretique," but it is hard to account for this omission other than by sheer carelessness. For the following version, the editor having transcribed the Sloane MS., divided its continuous lines into paragraphs, supplied to many words capital letters, and while following as far as possible the significance of the commas and occasional full stops of the original, endeavoured to make the meaning clearer by a more varied punctuation. As the book is designed for general use, modern spelling has been adopted, and most words entirely obsolete in speech have been rendered in modem English, though a few that seemed of special significance or charm have been retained. 16 She is aware of the potential hazards this policy entails, however, and in Chapter 58, for instance, although she keeps "Substance" for ME substance, substitutes an invented term, "Sense-part," for sensualite and does not merely "modernize" it to "sensuality". Her "rule of never omitting a word from the Manuscript, and of enclosing within square brackets the very words added" 17 sometimes makes for awkward reading but at least avoids the destruction of evidence. In practical terms her version was a great success and enjoyed a steady sale; unfortunately it still lives on in a way that Warrack herself would surely have deplored, being used by some recent popular versions as a substitute for the Sloane Manuscript itself.
In 1902 a rather different version of Julian appeared. The Jesuit priest George Tyrrell reprinted--yet again--Cressy's 1670 edition, stating in a final note: That edition has been followed faithfully, except in a few cases where obvious misprints, or the spelling, seemed likely to lead to confusion for the reader. 18 (He also altered Cressy's punctuation "wherever it seemed needful.") Tyrrell, unlike Parker, did suggest some emendations, which he put in square brackets rather than incorporating into the text: in Chapter 7 he prints "the seal [scale] of herring," and in published by Dundas Harford, whose policy was described as follows: 13 The Editor has tried to give the original wording, wherever it would not be positively misleading to the modern reader. He has modernised the spelling.
For the punctuation, and the division into paragraphs, he is alone responsible, as there are few stops, and no breaks, in the MS. 22 Harford also invented chapter headings and a title, imprimatur, to make assurance doubly sure. It was described as "completely modernized in punctuation and spelling, vocabulary and idiom" and emended with reference to earlier "editions" where the editors considered it necessary. 29 It was therefore a long way from the original manuscript, the neglect of which until recently, given that it is the earliest witness to the Long Text, was extraordinary and may have been due to a distrust of medieval anthologies and compilations. It has now however been edited by Hugh Kempster, 30 and his edition forms the basis of the text recently printed by Watson and Jenkins. 31 It has also been transcribed and translated by Reynolds and Holloway. 32 In Very rarely do works improve by being translated. Julian is more obscure than is generally recognized. Perhaps this is due to the sort of gold-panning treatment she is subjected to by those on the look out for nuggets. Golden sentences there are in plenty, but in the process of isolating them a lot of very rich minerals are sieved away. It is more profitable to treat her as a coalmine and work the seams. The yield is greater and more rewarding. 34 
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The resulting translation is very free, more of a paraphrase, and not always successful, notoriously so in the case of one of Julian's "nuggets." It renders the famous line, that in the Sloane Manuscript reads "al shall be wele and al shall be wele and al maner of thyng shal be wele," as "it is all going to be all right; it is all going to be all right; everything is going to be all right." This is at least a genuine attempt to render Julian into Modern English: the "modernizers" who simply keep "all shall be Rather, in the late twentieth century the whole idea of a "definitive" and "critical" edition had become problematized. Constructing a stemma and using it to reconstruct an archetype as close as possible to the author's "original," closer than any of the presumably flawed and corrupted surviving witnesses, were no longer (and had not been for some time) unchallenged editorial methods. And there were always texts for which they were inappropriate.
In the case of Julian's Long Text the only two independent witnesses to the complete text, the Sloane and Paris Manuscripts, were both written down at least two hundred years after the composition dates of A Revelation of Love. 40 In addition, they sometimes disagree significantly. Some of these divergences may even be due to revision by the author herself for all we know. Nor does the only copy of the Short Text consistently support either manuscript when comparison is possible. Some would consider a definitive and convincing reconstruction of the "original version" of the Long Text is pretty much of an impossibility, and that any attempt to produce one would be permeated by subjective editorial judgment. And if ever a text has been at the mercy of editors, their prejudices, quirks, and hidden agendas, it is Julian's. 41 But neither Watson Furthermore, textual scholars have a duty to emphasize that our concept of "Julian of Norwich" can be no more than that of a group of texts of obscure and uncertain history, a view that should modify her current near-canonization. For instance, some Anglican dioceses now celebrate a Feast of Saint Julian on 8 May, quite an achievement for a shadowy figure of whom we know practically nothing except that she wrote at least two accounts of a series of visions--accounts that may or may not be accurately preserved in the various manuscripts, almost all written long after her death, the exact meaning of which we often do not understand. Such Colledge and Walsh date it as mid-seventeenth century (A Book of Showings, p. 7), while Marion Glasscoe thinks it late-sixteenth or early-seventeenth century: see her
